October 18, 2021
TO: Dare County Board of Commissioners

Earlier this year on June 7, we addressed the Dare County Board of Commissioners requesting that a resolution opposing United Nations agenda 21 be revisited and updated. Based on current world events, I find this document to be the most important resolution in the history of our county.... a whole lot has happened in the world since the Dare County resolution was written in 2012...and a whole lot has happened within the 5 short months since we last addressed the board about updating it.

A lot of people would like to believe that Dare County, and all of America for that matter, is a safe place to live. This is no longer the case. On April 26, the Biden Administration said there would be no federal mandate on Covid-19 vaccinations. But then, on September 9 he said there would be. Now many of our own neighbors, family and friends, have been faced with the grim choice: inject yourself with a vaccine that is still in clinical trials until 2023 and that does not prevent you from contracting or transmitting the virus .... or else you lose your job, your means of feeding and providing for your family.

Interestingly, this vaccine mandate does not apply to the congressional and judicial branches and staff, White House staff, employees within the CDC, FDA, USPS, NIAID, Pfizer and Moderna, and it does not apply to illegal immigrants flooding the border. This is medical segregation. Those who are supporting medical apartheid do not understand how harmful this will be to our country. You may wonder why our government has taken every measure of manipulation and coercion they can think of to push a vaccine that is supposed to fight a virus with a 99% survival rate.

In order to understand how all this relates to the resolution that Dare County approved, you need to understand that The United Nations holds an annual conference in Davos, Switzerland called The World Economic Forum. It is at this meeting where world leaders, heads of state and billionaires who massively profit from the pharmaceutical, food and technology industries gather to discuss the fate of our world. The architect of this event is a man by the name of Klaus Schwab who has written books about the World Economic Forum’s comprehensive plan of extreme environmentalism, social engineering and global political control. In fact, his last book was titled Covid 19: The Great Reset. The Great Reset is the same plan as Agenda 21. If you read Klaus Schwab’s manifestos and listen to his speeches at the World Economic Forum’s conferences, you can see his plans are unfolding in perfect lockstep before our very eyes.

In the 2012 Resolution signed by Warren Judge, the Board of Commissioners recognized the destructive and insidious nature of the United Nations plan. It exposed the dangerous intent of the plan and urged communities to reject its radical and destructive strategies. Dare County even acknowledged in the whereas clauses that Agenda 21’s intent was to declare National Sovereignty “a social injustice” and there should be a socialistic redistribution of wealth so that Americans should not own private property, homes, cars, farms or make individual travel choices.

Do you not see that this is the fate we are facing now? In New York City and Los Angeles we are watching the unvaccinated barred from entering bars, restaurants, and gyms. In Israel, the population that has not been jabbed can’t go into grocery stores anymore to buy food. The closing of small businesses while big businesses are allowed to stay open, the border crisis, the trillion dollar infrastructure bill, the lockdowns, masks, the social media censorship, shipping crisis, inflation, the tax increases for the upper middle class, and the prediction of a global climate crisis .... Hundreds of thousands around the world are protesting against lockdowns and vaccine mandates but the mainstream news shows none of it.
Why has this resolution now been tossed aside, forgotten and no longer recognized? Because people are in fear, and they cannot see beyond that fear that our so-called leaders actually want division, and they don’t want us to be free. There is no going back to normal. A color revolution is a basic communist maneuver that has been seeded by our own government to turn people against each other based on race, sex, political affiliation, and health status, to bring forth total government control. This never turns out well. It’s divide and conquer. We were all taught in school “united we stand, divided we fall”. Division is what Agenda 21 seeks to achieve, and unfortunately, with the help of media conglomerates, the program has been successful.

I will repeat the quote from Soviet politician Nikita Khrushchev “You Americans are so gullible. No, you won't accept communism outright, but we'll keep feeding you small doses of socialism until you'll finally wake up and find you already have communism. We won't have to fight you. We'll so weaken your economy until you'll fall like overripe fruit into our hands....We do not have to invade the United States, we will destroy you from within.”

Agenda 21 is unconstitutional and it all goes against the freedoms and principals that my ancestors, OUR ancestors, fought to preserve. Therefore, I hope you will find it in your hearts to revisit Dare County Resolution #12-02-05 Opposing United Nations Agenda 21 in order to protect our basic human rights and values. We hope to proclaim Dare County as a sanctuary county within the state of North Carolina that opposes the government’s tyrannical overreach, medical apartheid and segregation of any kind within the state of North Carolina . Once you do some research on this topic, you may find that you were put here on this Board “for such a time as this”.